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Approximately 350 supporters and legislators attended the sold-out Georgia
Library Day with the state Legislature on Valentine’s Day. The event was cosponsored by the Georgia Library Association, the Georgia Association for
Instructional Technology, the Georgia Library Media Association and Georgia
Public Library Service. Attendees received heart-shaped stress balls bearing
the message, “I Love Georgia Libraries” before hearing about the latest issues
facing the state’s libraries. Photos by David Baker.
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This year began with two important events for GLA
members. The Mid-Winter Conference was Jan. 25. Kate
Nevins, executive director of SOLINET and keynote
speaker, reported on the findings from SOLINET’s scenario
planning discussions. She raised some interesting issues
on future developments in libraries. With these issues in
mind, members met in division, interest group and
committee meetings to discuss plans for 2008. Ideas for
programs were shared, and I hope to see many of these
ideas developed into program proposals for COMO.
On Feb. 14, members attended Georgia Library Day. I
would like to thank Jim Cooper for coordinating this
event. It takes a lot of time and work to schedule
speakers for the morning briefing session. Afterward,
attendees walked across the street to the Capitol to visit
with their legislators. Lunch in the Floyd Room provided
additional time for conversation with legislators. As you
know, it is important for legislators to see a large
delegation of librarians and library supporters, and it is
vital to continue to communicate with your legislators
after Library Day. E-mail them concerning library issues.
Let them know about your services and programs. Invite
your legislators to visit your library.
The latest reports, articles and Web pages confirm that
library use is increasing. Hopefully, those responsible for
funding will take note. The Pew Internet and American
Life Project joined with the University of Illinois Graduate
School of Library and Information Science to survey how
people use the Internet, libraries and government
agencies. Information Searches that Solve Problems
(www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/Pew_UI_LibrariesReport.pdf)
found that people are using the Internet to find information and are satisfied with the results, especially if government agencies and librarians were consulted in addition to
the Internet. Fifty-three percent of adults reported using a
public library in the last year, and adults in Generation Y
(age 18-29) were found to use the library most often.
Using surveys, focus groups and site visits, the American
Library Association and the Florida State University
2 
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Information Institute of the College of Information
gathered data on access to computers in public libraries.
The report, Public Library Funding & Technology Access
Study 2006-07 (www.ala.org/ala/ors/plftas/
finalreport.pdf), confirmed that technology is increasing
public library use. In most communities, the public library
is the only source of free public access to the Internet.
This increased usage is stretching the infrastructure of
libraries and creating the need for additional funding for
staff training and technology upgrades and maintenance.
The American Library Association is also partnering with
Woman’s Day to sponsor articles on how the library is
positively impacting individuals. The March issue contains
four essays on how libraries helped entrepreneurs
succeed in their businesses. In addition, ALA developed
the www.ilovelibraries.org Web site to share information.
In Georgia, public library visits continue to increase. In
FY07 there were 35.7 million visitors and almost 41
million items checked out. Each week almost 257,000
individuals used the public access computers. These
statistics appear on the Georgia Public Library Service site,
www.georgialibraries.org. Refer others to this site. It is
attractive and well-designed. The Web pages catch your
attention and, as you read about Georgia libraries, you
will continue to click through the pages to learn more
about them and discover many library resources.
The program proposal forms for COMO XX are out.
Celebrating 20 years of COMO and looking toward the
future, the theme is COMO 2.0. Program proposals for
concurrent sessions are received from divisions, interest
groups, committees and individuals. On the 2007 COMO
evaluation forms, participants listed as the best programs
many concurrent sessions where individuals shared best
practices, research or innovation. I encourage you to
complete a program proposal and mark your calendar for
COMO XX at the Classic Center in Athens Oct. 15-17. 
— Betty D. Paulk
President
Georgia Library Association
Spring 2008 Georgia Library Quarterly
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A peek inside the personal library of a librarian
by Ru Story-Huffman

My personal library began when I was in first or second
grade, in my parent’s dining room. I gathered all my
Scholastic Book Club paperback books, designed a library
and made my family check out books. I must have been a
mean librarian, because I distinctly remember making my
sister return her book later that same day. I told her if she
did not return her book, I was going to charge her a fine
of a chocolate candy bar. A classic case of foreshadowing
with that one. The chocolate that is, not the mean
librarian.
Fast forward to my freshman year of college, when I
began working in libraries. My primary job
was to type card catalog cards on an old
electric typewriter that today would make
our students ask, “What in the world is that
thing?” It was nothing for Miss Dorothy, the
cataloger, to whip out 25 subject headings for
one book. As I was supporting myself while
going to school, books were a luxury, so I became
one of the library’s biggest patrons. When the
library had its annual book sale, I purchased books
for 10 cents each that I stored in old wooden crates
that traveled with me for nearly 10 years.
Over the years, I started purchasing more and more
books. This past July, my family and I moved to Georgia,
where both my husband and I are faculty at Georgia
Southwestern State University. While loading our moving
van, my middle son remarked on the number of boxes
that were labeled “books.” I knew I had a lot of books
but didn’t realize just how many until I packed them all
and moved.
I was recently reunited with my books, after having them
in storage for three months. Each time I opened a box of
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books, I found old friends. I unearthed my old nursery
rhyme books from the writing of my first book, Nursery
Rhyme Time. I found my special collection of cookbooks,
some published in the 1920s, that I discovered in an old
trunk in the basement of a house that I once rented. My
landlord didn’t want the trunk, or its contents, so the
cookbooks became mine, including “Mabel’s” notebook
of handwritten recipes. I’ve often wondered about Miss
Mabel and her life, and I hope she knows her cookbooks
are safe on my bookshelf. I’ve had those cookbooks since
1980, have hauled them across five states, and don’t
intend to part with them now.
My personal library also includes titles that fall
into the Southern humor and literary genres and
includes books by Celia Rivenbark, Louis
Grizzard, Clayton Sullivan and the young adult
author Mildred D. Taylor. There are titles that
belong to my husband, as we are an equal
opportunity bookshelf-sharing couple, with
biographies of Bear Bryant and collections of
poetry. I can’t forget my college William Shakespeare
text and old dictionaries, including the one I had in
second grade.
I love my eclectic collection of books, and each provides
me with a memory of an event, person or scent, as I
swear I can smell Miss Mabel’s Chicken Casserole each
time I open her notebook. Anyway, I still can’t purchase
every book I’d like to. That would necessitate evicting my
family due to lack of space. Don’t wanna go there. I really
don’t. It wouldn’t be pretty. 
Ru Story-Huffman is Reference Librarian/Government Information
Coordinator at Georgia Southwestern State University in
Americus.
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The blocked blog (or Websense and the technical colleges’
fight for academic freedom)
by Carol Stanley and Jerry Stovall

The use of Websense filtering
software by the Technical College
System of Georgia (formerly known
as the Department of Technical and
Adult Education) prompted a survey
of the technical college libraries in
the state during the spring of 2007
by Jerry Stovall, director of library and
media services at South Georgia
Technical College in Americus.
The aim of his research was to
determine what subject categories
are blocked at each institution. The
results show disparity among the
colleges as some colleges block more
categories than others, usually
depending on the whims of the
information technology staff.
Carol Stanley, branch librarian at
Athens Technical College in Elberton,
expresses her frustration over the
censorship by writing this paper in a
form of a blog, which she cannot
create at her library due to the
enforcement of Websense.
August 2, 2006
Wishing away Websense
I wish I may,
I wish I might,
Have this wish
I wish tonight
What do I wish? I wish that my
institution, that’s “academic”

institution, would not use Websense
filtering software to restrict access to
social networking sites, including
blogs. That’s right. Don’t filter and
prevent access to freedoms of
expression in any format. So, I’m
writing this blog. OK, I’m pretending
to be writing this blog in protest.
September 27, 2006
Websense strikes
My library colleagues are at it again.
They have been posting to our listserv
about how they have a blog and are
using it to promote the library and its
resources. I tried to go to their blog
sites, but couldn’t. If I try to view a
personal blogging site, I get the
following screen message:
WEBSENSE Enterprise
Your organization’s Internet
use policy restricts access to
this Web page at this time.
Reason: The Websense
category “Social
Networking and Personal
Sites” is filtered.
I wonder what this is about?! How
can people at other libraries read
them and even create them, and I
can’t? What is so wrong with blog
sites?

Georgia Library Quarterly Spring 2008
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October 13, 2006
The return of Websense
I understand from researching a bit
that Web logs (blogs, get it?) are
personal postings by individuals
sharing opinions on all kinds of topics
on a Web site, but I also found out
that “They can be used as tools to
support learning in the classroom by
expanding discussions into the online
realm.”1
I attempted to go to http://
www.blogstreet.com to see a
directory of blogs and received a
different message from Websense
this time:
WEBSENSE Enterprise
Your organization’s Internet
use policy restricts access to
this Web page at this time.
Reason: The Websense
category “Message Boards
and Forums” is filtered.
October 27, 2006
Blog stats
The 2006 Pew Internet & American
Life Project report on bloggers states
that “8 percent of Internet users, or
about 12 million American adults,
keep a blog. Thirty-nine percent of
Internet users, or about 57 million
American adults, read blogs — a
 5
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significant increase since the fall of
2005.”2 (Update note: “One year
later, in 2007, there are 15.5 million
active blogs and there are 1.5 million
postings per day,” according to
Technorati statistics.3)
November 1, 2006
IT responses
I decided to ask our information
technology staff why I received
different Websense messages when
accessing different blog sites. They
say it depends on the site. OK…. And
then I decided to ask them why we
block blogs and other social
networking sites. They said the view
is that those sites have limited
educational value and are not worth
tying up valuable bandwidth.
Oooooooh, bandwidth… But the IT
guy says to let his staff know which
site I’d liked unblocked, and they’ll
unblock it. It is nice to be so
privileged, but this strategy doesn’t
help all the people who don’t know
they can ask for a site to be
unblocked.
December 10, 2006
Importance of blogs
So, I wonder what educational
advantages are there to NOT
FILTERING blogs?
According to a professor of
communication studies, “It is
essential for us to pay attention to all
emerging technologies as a way to
help our students understand the
importance of mass media in our lives
today.”4 The Lenhart & Fox report on
bloggers states, “Some observers
have suggested that blogging is
nothing more than the next step in a
burgeoning culture of narcissism and
exhibitionism spurred by reality TV
and other elements of the modern
media environment. But others
contend that blogging promises a
democratization of voices that can
now bypass the institutional
gatekeepers of mainstream media.
6 
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This democratization is thought to
have implications for the practice and
business of journalism as well as the
future of civic and political
discourse.”5 Shouldn’t I be helping to
prepare our library community for the
future? But they can’t bypass
Websense…
January 2, 2007
Kate Stirk’s blog
My birthday! While I was visiting
family for the holidays, I decided to
go to Kate Stirk’s blog, http://
northmetrotechlibraryatacworth.
blogspot.com. Kate is the librarian at
North Metro Technical College in
Acworth, Ga., and has had a blog
since 2005. She gives updates on
library resources such as GALILEO
databases and Web sites. Too bad I
can’t access it from WORK!
January 12, 2007
Blogs everywhere
FreeRangeLibrarian.com’s Karen
Schneider, who is also on staff at the
College Center for Library
Automation, shared her thoughts on
blogs, “It is hard to find an elected
official, government committee,
NGO, major company or nonprofit
organization that does NOT have a
blog (or at least an RSS feed) or treat
this blog/feed as a primary tool for
information dissemination. With 15
million active blogs, even if .01
percent of them were useful, that is
still an astonishing amount of highquality information.”6 Oh, by the
way… I can’t actually GO TO her
site… you know why…
March 30, 2007
Survey out
Jerry Stovall, library director at South
Georgia Technical College, posted a
Websense survey to the Technical
Colleges Library Council listserv to
see how many Websense categories
are blocked at the different technical
colleges in the state. I’ll keep you
posted how that turns out.

May 16, 2007
SOLINET Annual Membership
Meeting
Whew, that SOLINET Annual
Membership Meeting was great but
DEPRESSING. It was on Web 2.0 and
all the social networking sites, and
blogs are like old news, ’cause
EVERYONE knows about them. The
famous “library of the future”
speakers were there like Roy Tennant,
Diane Kresh, Richard Madaus and
Lorcan Dempsey (they said to be sure
and visit his technology BLOG). My
library colleague and I just looked at
each other and rolled our eyes…
It was SURREAL that we were paying
money to attend a library conference
on topics that were not attainable at
our library. I’m thinking we are doing
our students, staff and faculty a real
disservice from keeping them from
Web 2.0.
June 1, 2007
Georgia Internet policies
Back from the Technical Colleges
Library Council quarterly meeting. The
Websense survey results were
presented to the group. Very
interesting. First were the internet
policies from the Georgia Technology
Authority (GTA) and the Technical
College System of Georgia (TCSG)
that prohibit certain internet activities.
According to the GTA policy, “the
following prohibitions shall apply to
all state-provided equipment and
services: creating, accessing or
transmitting sexually explicit, obscene
or pornographic material; creating,
accessing or transmitting material
that could be considered
discriminatory, offensive, threatening,
harassing or intimidating; creating,
accessing or participation in online
gambling; infringement of any
copyright, trademark, patent or other
intellectual property rights.”7 TCSG
enhanced these slightly, stating: “The
following uses of Department or
Spring 2008 Georgia Library Quarterly
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Technical College-provided
computers, networks and Internet
access are not permitted: to create,
access or transmit sexually explicit,
obscene or pornographic material; to
create, access or transmit material
that could be considered discriminatory, offensive, threatening, harassing,
intimidating, or attempts to libel or
otherwise defame any person; to
create, access or participate in online
gambling. Occasional access to
information or Web sites of the
Georgia Lottery Corporation shall not
constitute nor be considered
inappropriate use; to violate copyright
or otherwise use the intellectual
property of another individual or
organization in violation of the law,
including software piracy,”8 Thus,
these were the reasons for TCSG
using Websense software. GTA did
not mandate its use.
June 5, 2007
Technical college Websense
survey results (Table 1)
Oh, and about the survey of the
technical college libraries… of the 34
technical college libraries, 24
submitted results by the spring
meeting of the Library Council. Here
are some of the results of which
Websense categories are used to
restrict Internet access: 100 percent
block “Adult Content”; 70.83
percent block “Lingerie and
Swimsuit” — uh, NOT sexually
explicit, obscene or pornographic,
but blocked nonetheless… I
remember someone commenting
that it was a problem for their
fashion design program of study;
95.83 percent block “Nudity” —
while not overtly sexual in intent but
could be interpreted as such; 100
percent block “Sex” related sites;
16.67 percent block “Sex Education”
sites — neither GTA or TCSG policies
require that these sites be blocked;
87.5 percent of “Illegal or
Questionable” sites are blocked; 37.5
percent block “Abused Drugs;” 37.5
percent block “Marijuana” sites —
Georgia Library Quarterly Spring 2008
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Table 1

Websense survey results
Responses were received from 24 of the 34 technical colleges, indicating
the percentage of the colleges that block certain Websense categories.
24
24
23
23
23
22
21
20
19
18
18
18
17
15
15
14
13
13
11
9
9
9
9
8
8
7
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
0
0
0
0
0

100.00 percent
100.00 percent
95.83 percent
95.83 percent
95.83 percent
91.67 percent
87.50 percent
83.33 percent
79.17 percent
75.00 percent
75.00 percent
75.00 percent
70.83 percent
62.50 percent
62.50 percent
58.33 percent
54.17 percent
54.17 percent
45.83 percent
37.50 percent
37.50 percent
37.50 percent
37.50 percent
33.33 percent
33.33 percent
29.17 percent
25.00 percent
20.83 percent
20.83 percent
16.67 percent
16.67 percent
16.67 percent
16.67 percent
12.50 percent
12.50 percent
12.50 percent
12.50 percent
8.33 percent
8.33 percent
0 percent
0 percent
0 percent
0 percent
0 percent

Adult
Sex
Gambling
Malicious Web sites
Nudity
Proxy Avoidance
Illegal
Internet Telephony
Violence
Hacking
Racism and Hate
Tasteless
Lingerie/Swimsuit
Militancy and Extremist
Personals and Dating
Peer-to-Peer File Sharing
Games
MP3
Potentially Unwanted Software
Abused Drugs
Marijuana
Pay to Surf
Web Chat
Gay Lesbian Bisexual
Weapons
Internet TV and Radio
Personal Network Backup + Storage
Instant Messaging
Streaming Media
Non-Traditional Religions
Online Brokerage and Trading
Sex Ed
Sport Hunting and Gun Clubs
Alcohol and Tobacco
Internet Auctions
Real Estate
Shopping
Alternative Journals
Web Hosting
Advertisements
Financial Data and Services
Freeware and Software Download
Message Boards and Clubs
URL Translation
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not even about the use for medicinal
purposes?; 54.17 percent block
“MP3 and Audio Download Services”
— worried about copyright
infringement; 95.83 percent block
“Gambling” — remember, except for
the Georgia Lottery site!; 54.17
percent block “Games” — don’t they
know work is supposed to be fun!;
75 percent block “Hacking” — well,
sites providing information on the
topic anyway; 91.67 percent block
sites promoting “Proxy Avoidance”
— naughty, naughty; 37.5 percent
block “Web Chat;” 62.5 percent
blocked “Militancy and Extremist” —
can’t have speech by groups
advocating anti-government beliefs
now… what is this, the United States
or Cuba?; 75 percent block “Racism
and Hate” — if only we could block it
75 percent worldwide with the use of
Websense, now that would be a good
thing… but censorship? Not a good
thing…; 16.67 percent block “Nontraditional religions and occult and
folklore” sites; 12.5 percent block
“Shopping” — don’t they
understand consumer purchasing
makes up 70 percent of the GDP?
This explains the economy’s woes;
12.5 percent block “Internet
Auctions” — but if you select on the
Websense screen that you are using
eBay for “work-related purposes,”
one can access it… Shhhhhh.
Other blocked Web categories are
not up for discussion… you can’t
access them even for work or
educational purposes; 12.5 percent
block “Real Estate” — just the other
day an accounting student needed to
find a house for sale online for an
assign-ment… good thing this wasn’t
blocked at my college; 12.5 percent
block “Alcohol and Tobacco” related
sites; 33.33 percent block “Gay or
Lesbian or Bisexual Interest” sites,
including information on these
lifestyles, but excluding sexually
oriented ones… just plain ol’ homophobia here?…; 62.5 percent block
“Personals and Dating”; 75 percent
8 
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block “Tasteless” sites; 79.17 percent
block sites promoting “Violence”;
33.33 percent block “Weapons” sites
providing information about or
promoting them; 29.17 percent block
Internet Radio and TV; zero percent
said they block “Message Boards and
Clubs” — which includes “blogs,”
hmmmm, but, but I’ve been telling
you I’m blocked!… Oh, Jerry said he
didn’t receive our response in time…
technical difficulties! (Really!)
June 13, 2007
Now What
Didn’t mean to leave you hanging
out there… In the presentation were
some possible solutions to the Websense dilemma, including developing
a policy at the state level to apply
consistent guidelines for all the
technical colleges. As it is now, the
decision to block certain sites is made
by the information technology staff
or administration at the individual
colleges. There is no input from the
librarians. It should be the
responsibility of the person who
blocks access to a Web site to have to
justify blocking it; not the other way
around. The technical colleges should
use the least restrictive means possible
in regulating access. Decisions about
restrictions on Internet access should
be made by those who are directly
involved with the teaching and
education of our students.
June 29, 2007
GOLD/GALILEO Annual Users
Group Conference
Not one more conference on Web
2.0 — Sounds like the GOLD/GALILEO
Annual Users Conference is going to
be focusing on social networking.
What a slap in the Facebook! I just
can’t attend this year. I think I will
start screaming and pulling my hair
out if I get to hear about innovative
library blogs, or Facebook, or
MySpace, or YouTube, etc.… Know
what I mean? Toni Zimmerman, of
Georgia Public Library Service, forgive
me!

July 12, 2007
Happy Day!
Hooray! All is not lost! I can NOW
access Kate Stirk’s blog “View from
the Library” at North Metro Technical
College. And I can visit some mainstream ones like CNN’s Anderson
Cooper’s, but NOT view their news
videos (“Media Streaming” category
is blocked — but that’s another blog
by this author), BUT I cannot visit
sites about blogs, or personal blogs
which could be by EXPERTS, or create
one of my own, or visit many other
Web 2.0 sites, and neither can my
patrons…
August 4, 2007
The Last Blog
I think I’m through with my blog.
Thanks for reading it, if you were
able to, without going
“Websenseless” as my colleague
Michael Miller calls it. 
Notes:
1. “Web & Wild,” TechTrends: Linking Research
& Practice to Improve Learning 48:6 (2004): 66.
2. Amanda Lenhart and Susannah Fox,
“Bloggers: A Portrait of the Internet’s New
Storytellers,” Pew Internet & American Life
Project. http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP
percent20Bloggers percent20Report percent20
July percent2019 percent202006.pdf (accessed
August 27, 2007).
3. Heather Green, “With 15.5 Million Active
Blogs, New Technorati Data Shows that
Blogging Growth Seems to be Peaking,”
Business Week. http://www.businessweek.com/
the_thread/blogspotting/archives/2007/04
blogging_growth (accessed August 30, 2007).
4. “More Faculty See Value in Podcasts,
Blogs,” BizEd 6:4 (2007): 66.
5. See note 2.
6. Karen G. Schneider, e-mail message to
author, August 30, 2007.
7. Georgia Technology Authority, “Enterprise
Information Security Policies,” http://www.
gagta.com/download/Enterprise_Security_
Policies_FINAL091002.doc (accessed May 1,
2007).
8. Technical College System of Georgia,
“Acceptable Computer and Internet Use,”
http://www.dtae.org/dtaepolicy/docs/Computer
percent20Use percent20and percent20Access
percent20to percent20the percent20Internet.
htm (accessed May 1, 2007).
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Serving sexual assault survivors in the academic library:

Using the tools of crisis intervention
and empowerment counseling in the reference interview
by Wendy S. Wilmoth

Reference service is a cornerstone of library and
information science. The reference interview, in particular,
is essential to providing the best library service possible.
The reference interview is the subject of books, articles
and other works that attempt to define the elements of a
successful transaction. Usually, these works are based on
the idea of meeting the true needs of the library patron.
Much has been written in the counseling field on working
with victims of violent crime. This paper will explore
similarities between reference service and the concepts of
empowerment counseling, as defined by the Pennsylvania
Coalition Against Rape, and crisis intervention, as defined
by the Texas Association Against Sexual Assault, in the
hope of enabling academic librarians to provide assistance
that is informative and relevant to patrons who may be
survivors of sexual assault.
Sexual assault survivors
For this paper, patrons who may be survivors of sexual
assault (SA) will be designated with feminine pronouns
because the majority of survivors are female. It is
important to remember, however, that many survivors are
male. 1 Friends and relatives of survivors are potentially in
need of similar services, and they often are called
“secondary victims.”2
College-age women are at an elevated risk of sexual
violence. Fisher, Cullen and Turner estimated that for
every 1,000 women on a campus, approximately 35
incidents of rape happen each year.3 According to Tjaden
and Thoennes, approximately 78 percent of all rape
survivors experienced their first rape under the age of
25.4
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Identifying SA survivors is a valid concern for librarians
who may be serving them on a college campus. How do
we tell who is or is not a sexual assault survivor? The
simple answer is that we cannot. Many survivors are able
to present a “calm” face to strangers and acquaintances
in everyday life, and they come from all ethnic, socioeconomic and family backgrounds.5 When presented with
a question about sexual assault, a librarian should always
assume that the patron might be a survivor or secondary
victim.
The reference interview
Bopp defined the reference interview as “a conversation
between a reference staff member and a user, the goal of
which is to ascertain the user’s information need and take
appropriate action to satisfy that need through skillful use
of available information sources.”6 He recognized that the
communication methods one uses in a reference
interview are also used by other helping professionals.7
Reference librarians can employ the skills of the
counseling profession to provide meaningful service to
survivors of sexual assault. Several works discuss
psychology-based interviewing techniques in the
reference environment. Moody and Carter advocated the
“cognitive interview” in which mnemonic strategies are
employed to increase recall as a method to clarify a
patron’s needs.8 Eidson discussed the psychological
concept of emotional intelligence, advocating the use of
such competencies as self-awareness, self-regulation,
motivation, empathy and social skills to provide reference
service to patrons who place a great deal of importance
on the librarian’s social skills.9 Peterson discussed the
counseling model as an effective method for conducting
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an interview.10 Dewdney and Michell discussed the
implications of asking “why” questions of patrons.11
Empowerment counseling
The concepts in this paper can be applied to survivors
who are recent survivors of SA and those who are several
years removed from the event but still suffering stress as a
result. The Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape (PCAR)
defined empowerment counseling as “a process through
which those who have been oppressed or victimized can
learn to know their strengths and recognize themselves as
the experts of their own lives, needs strengths,
competency and dreams.”12 PCAR further defined the
goals of empowerment counseling, which include
providing sufficient information to survivors for them to
make their own informed decisions, encouraging
survivors to re-take control of their lives and decisionmaking power, providing assistance in obtaining the
knowledge and learning the skills that rebuild selfconfidence, and creating responsible social change.13
There are five questions that PCAR defined as central to
empowerment counseling:
1. What would a good situation look like?
2. What would need to change?

3. What are the steps necessary to make the change?
4. What help would you need to take these steps?
5. Who could provide you with support as you take
these steps?14
These five questions can be used as the centerpiece of a
successful reference interview as well as a successful
counseling intervention.
Empowerment counseling and the reference interview
PCAR’s five questions of empowerment counseling can be
very useful in the reference interview. The first question,
asking for the definition of a good or right situation, may
address what the patron expects to get out of the
reference session. The obvious assumption is that the
good or right situation would be having complete and
accurate information to accomplish the intended task. A
survivor, however, might be looking for something in
addition to this, such as a sense of empowerment that
comes from just having information about the issue and
knowing that she is not alone. The second question,
concerning desired changes, is also applicable to both the
counseling situation and the reference interview. When a
patron seeks reference service, it can be assumed that he
or she is looking to change something. Changes may
include making a research paper better, getting a better
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job, etc. A survivor, however, may be looking for an
entirely different kind of change, such as getting away
from an abusive situation, finding counseling to regain
her mental health or finding support from fellow
survivors. For this reason, the reference interview with a
suspected survivor must be kept as confidential as
possible. She might be extremely sensitive to even being
seen in a library asking about options. A librarian who
suspects that a patron is a survivor of sexual assault
should make every effort to get that person into a private
area for the reference interview.
The third question concerns the steps that are needed to
reach the intended “good” situation. This is where the
librarian’s research skills are essential. Someone who has
been a victim of violence may have no idea what to do
and may simply want to know, “What do I do now?” It is
recommended that every library investigate services for
survivors in the local area and keep a list of services and
contact information near the desk, including national or
state hotline numbers. The survivor may see the librarian
as a kind, helpful professional and try to use them as a
counselor. At this point, it is important to gently remind
the patron that the librarian is not a counselor and cannot
give advice on how to proceed but will be glad to help
her look for information on all of the options.
The fourth question involves the kind of help that is
needed in order to make the change. A librarian should
be able to locate resources that discuss all of the options
available. It is very important not to give the patron
advice such as “you should go to the police,” but to
make sure she has information about all of the options so
that she can leave with the necessary tools to make an
informed choice. It is a good idea to have some free
materials such as pamphlets (a local crisis center may be
able to provide these) that the patron can take with her.
Free materials that do not need to be returned are an
excellent resource for survivors who may have taken a
great personal risk to come to the library.

differently. The librarian may be looking for a motivation
for the patron’s query in order to give a more complete or
relevant answer, but the patron may view the question as
suspicious, intrusive or confusing. Dewdney and Michell
further suggested that these feelings on the part of the
patron may lead to hostility and a breakdown of the
reference transaction.16 There is, however, an additional
reason to avoid the use of “why” questions with
survivors. When asking “why,” one is looking for a reason
or motivation. If a reference librarian were to say “why
are you looking for information on sexual assault
counseling?” a survivor would be faced with two choices:
reveal sensitive information or lie. No one should be
forced into that dilemma by someone who purportedly is
serving her. Additionally, a self-revelation might lead to
questions about the abusive event or situation. When one
asks a question like “why did he rape you?” the question
implies that he must have had a reason, and this reason
may be the responsibility of the victim. It is imperative
that anyone in a service role, whether librarian, counselor
or even friend, avoid “why” questions that may sound
like victim blaming.
Crisis intervention
The Texas Association Against Sexual Assault (TAASA)
defined crisis intervention as “immediate short-term
support for sexual assault survivors to insure that physical,
medical and psychological needs are met.” TAASA
continued, “Most importantly, crisis intervention involves
helping a person handle the current crisis effectively, by
utilizing their own strengths and support systems.”17
Though this definition indicates that it is short-term, the
skills that are involved in crisis intervention may be useful
at any time in which a recent or long-past survivor is in a
state of stress caused by memories of the assault. TAASA
outlines nine steps for effective crisis intervention:
1. Establish Rapport
2. Active Listening
3. Define the Problem
4. Assess the Situation

The fifth question involves help and support. A survivor
may be asking for help without actually voicing a
question. It is a good idea for a librarian to give any
patron who asks about sexual assault contact information
for a helping resource, such as the number of a rape crisis
hotline. Not only can these organizations assist survivors,
they can also provide excellent information to researchers.
In empowerment counseling, the counselor is advised not
to use questions that ask or imply “why.”15 Dewdney and
Michell advised against excessive use of “why” questions
in the reference interview. They explained that the
librarian and patron may view a “why” question
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5. Explore Options
6. Discuss Acceptable Alternatives
7. Referral
8. Closing
9. Follow-up18
These steps correspond closely to some of the steps
recommended for conducting a reference interview.
The first step, establishing rapport, is intuitive. No
successful transaction occurs when there is a lack of
comfort and trust. Both librarians and crisis counselors
should work hard to make that good first impression.
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The most striking similarity is that regarding the concept
of active listening. According to Bopp, “Active listening
involves reflecting back to the user the librarian’s
understanding of the question to verify that it is being
properly understood.”19 TAASA advises a crisis counselor
to “check out what you understand them to be saying to
see if you are on the same wavelength.”20 Active listening
can serve much the same purpose in both situations:
clarifying the problem or question, making sure that it is
being understood completely, rephrasing it to cast it in a
different light and using this broadened understanding to
form an action plan.
The third step recommended by TAASA is defining the
problem. This is necessary in all reference interviews.
Hoskisson stated that the first question asked seldom
addresses the true need.21 Eidson recommended that
librarians should be able to adjust to a question that
changes as the conversation continues.22 In crisis
counseling, defining the problem might involve isolating
the survivor’s true emotions and needs. In a reference
interview, the patron’s emotions might play a lesser role,
but the patron’s needs are still paramount.
The fourth step, assessing the situation, is crucial to
conducting a successful interview. The librarian should
take stock of the patron’s appearance and behavior. Is she
nervous or agitated? Are her questions clearly articulated
or frantic? Such an assessment might help the librarian
learn the immediacy of the patron’s needs.
Exploring options is an effective way to help a survivor in
her decision-making process. TAASA recommended
avoiding advice and presenting all of the available options
to the survivor.23 A survivor who has options from which
to choose is taking back power over her own life from
the assailant who took it away. Librarians should be
interested in giving complete information, including
options for finding help, but a survivor might not be
interested in all of the options. A librarian should
understand that this does not mean that the interview
has been unsuccessful.
TAASA stated that, if a referral is necessary, it is a good
idea to give more than one.24 If a patron is given several
different sources of assistance, this increases the options
and gives back a small part of that power over her life
that an abuser took away. Nolan advised that an
unsuccessful interview should be ended with a referral.25
In the case of a possible survivor, even a successful
interview should be ended with a referral. It may not be
possible to recognize a survivor, so a referral to a rape
crisis center “for more information” might be very useful
for a survivor or even for a researcher. Many larger
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campuses operate their own rape crisis services. Librarians
should be aware of all campus resources.
TAASA stated that the closing of a crisis counseling
encounter is ideally initiated by the survivor.26 Nolan
pointed out that a reference interview may be closed by
either the reference librarian or the patron, or both
simultaneously. He recommended that a librarian
encourage the patron to come back for more help if
necessary. It may appear that in this situation the librarian
is closing the interview, but in actuality he or she is
leaving it open to continue at a time of the patron’s
choosing.27 TAASA also recommends that the crisis
counselor let the survivor know that calling the hotline
was the right thing to do and that it is the first step in the
healing process.28 Eidson recommended a similar
approach, but at the beginning of the reference
interview. He suggested affirming that the patron has
come to the right place and the librarian is open,
available and ready to help.29 This approach is well-placed
at either end of the interview with a survivor. At the
beginning of the interview, it may encourage the survivor
to relax and be more willing to ask questions openly,
knowing that she will be heard and respected. At the end
of the interview, such an approach may make the survivor
feel comfortable returning to the library and working
with its staff. It may also make her feel that if the librarian
is kind, encouraging and affirming, there may be others
who are the same way. This might encourage her to seek
the assistance of counseling professionals.
TAASA defines follow-up as summarizing the encounter,
encouraging the survivor to call the crisis center anytime
and saying goodbye.30 This leaves the decision of whether
to have any more contact with the crisis counselor in the
survivor’s hands. Nolan takes much the same position. In
a crisis intervention situation, it might be helpful to offer
to call the survivor a few days later in order to offer
additional help. A follow-up call, of course, should only
be made with the survivor’s permission. This is an
excellent practice for librarians, too. A reference librarian
may need to contact a patron to offer additional
information found after the patron has left or for related
purposes. If the patron is currently in an abusive
relationship or does not want the people in her
household to know that she has been assaulted, a call
from a librarian may raise suspicions. If a patron does not
give permission, it is best to wait for the patron to come
back or call.
Online information sources for survivors
There are some excellent resources that a survivor can
access from the privacy of her own computer. A good
first stop is the Rape, Abuse, and Incest National
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Network, or RAINN, at www.rainn.org. RAINN maintains
an informative Web site and operates a 24-hour hotline
that links callers with a nearby rape crisis center. For
information about sexual assault in Georgia, a survivor
can stop at the site of the Georgia Network to End Sexual
Assault (www.gnesa.org). This site maintains a listing of
all rape crisis centers in Georgia. Of course, it is also a
good idea for reference librarians to acquaint themselves
with materials in their libraries’ collections that may be
helpful for survivors.
Conclusion
Many academic libraries are known as places whose staff
members are genuinely available and ready to help
students. Recommended strategies for conducting the
reference interview are similar to strategies that are
recommended for assisting sexual assault survivors in
crisis. Reference librarians should be able to recognize
when a possible survivor asks a reference question and
use strategies drawn from librarianship, empowerment
counseling and crisis intervention to provide
compassionate, helpful and confidential service to these
patrons. PCAR listed social change as a goal of
empowerment counseling.31 Positive social change will be
accomplished if libraries are universally known as places
where survivors can begin their healing process with the
assistance of caring, knowledgeable staff. 
Wilmoth is Director of Library and Media Services at Griffin
Technical College in Griffin.
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Georgia Center for the Book celebrates 10th anniversary
The Georgia Center for the Book is
celebrating its 10th anniversary this
year. And the center, hosted and
supported by the DeKalb County
Public Library since its creation in
1998, is observing the occasion with
numerous special events in May and
an exciting, new online presence.

bestselling young adult author (7
p.m., Thursday, May 1, Decatur
Library)
 Carl

Hiaasen, popular Florida author
of bestsellers Strip Tease and Tourist
Season (7 p.m., Monday, May 12,
Decatur Library)

 Mary

During the past five years, the center’s
free public programming has brought
more than 400 national and regional
authors to the Atlanta metropolitan
area and the state of Georgia. These
author programs have drawn hundreds of thousands of people and
helped establish the state as a major
stop for writers on tour.
“I am extremely pleased that our
Georgia Center for the Book program
has achieved the potential envisioned
for it when we founded it 10 years
ago,” said Darro Willey, director of
the DeKalb County Public Library.
“That it is now having such a wide
and enduring impact in the Georgia
literary and library communities is a
great source of satisfaction.”

Tillman, mother
of former NFL star
Pat Tillman, slain in
Iraq (7 p.m., Tuesday,
May 13, Jimmy
Carter Library)

 Chris

Bohjalian,
acclaimed literary
author and Oprah
Book Club honoree
(7:15 p.m., Friday,
May 16, Decatur
Library)

 Barbara

Walters, the
most famous woman
in American television journalism
history (7 p.m.,
Monday, May 19,
Agnes Scott College)

 Mike

For the month of May, the center is
bringing to Atlanta some of the bestknown literary and public figures in
America to talk about their new
books. The partial schedule includes:
 Sarah

Dessen, New York Times
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Farrell, star of TV sitcom
“M*A*S*H” (7:15 p.m., Wednesday, May 21, Decatur Library)

 Dr.

Sanjay Gupta, popular CNN
chief medical correspondent (2
p.m., Saturday, May 24, Decatur
Library)

 Alison

Weir, distinguished English
historical biographer of Henry VIII
and his wives (7:15 p.m., Tuesday,
May 27Alison Weir, Decatur Library)

 Elizabeth

Berg, honored author of a
dozen novels and short story
collections (7:15 p.m., Wednesday,
May 28, Decatur Library)
The Center for the
Book also will soon go
online with a colorful,
new, data-driven Web
home designed for the
organization by Lenz
Marketing of Decatur,
said Bill Starr, executive director of the
center since 2003.
As part of the new
Web presence, he
added, the center also
will soon unveil the
first-ever electronic
literary map of
Georgia.

In addition, the center will shortly
announce its 2008 list of “25 Books
All Georgians Should Read.” With the
help of a grant from Georgia Humanities Council, the center will attempt
to escort authors on the list to free
reading appearances around the state
throughout 2008-2009. 
Spring 2008 Georgia Library Quarterly
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ASU’s Reese Library news and notes
The Reese Library of Augusta State University is pleased
to announce the receipt of three grants.
The first award is a grant from Nextbook and the
American Library Association for a reading and discussion
series titled: “Let’s Talk About It: Jewish Literature.” This is
the second time Reese Library has received this grant. The
project director is Yadira Payne, interim Government
Documents librarian. Dr. Robert Bledsoe, associate
professor of English at ASU, will again act as the project
scholar. He will be leading the discussions that delve into
both contemporary and classic Jewish literature.
The second award is a National Endowment for the
Humanities Preservation Grant, which provides funding
for training in the preservation and conservation of
archival and related materials. The training will be
provided by SOLINET, and the participants will receive
SOLINET’s Basic Archives Curriculum Certification.
Participants are Yadira Payne, John O’Shea, Carol
Waggoner-Angleton and Jennifer Boone from Reese
Library; Janet Jordan, from the Department of History,
Anthropology and Philosophy; and Judy McAlhany from
the Augusta-Richmond County Historical Society.
Reese Library has also been selected to receive the
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS)
Connecting to Collections Bookshelf, a core set of
conservation books, DVDs and online resources. In
addition to Reese Library, the Lucy Craft Laney Museum
and the Morris Museum of Art Library, both in Augusta,
have been selected to receive the Connecting to
Collections Bookshelf. According to the IMLS, “These
small libraries and museums are taking up the charge to
care for America’s heritage.” 

Alice Walker places archives at Emory
Alice Walker, Pulitzer Prize-winner and internationally
known Georgia-born novelist and poet, will place her
archive with Emory University. “The acquisition of the
Alice Walker Archive is a major addition to Emory’s
collection,” said Provost Earl Lewis. “Scholars and
students from around the world will find in these papers
Alice Walker: her commitment to social activism, literary
genesis, personal growth and development, spirituality
and self. We are delighted that she has entrusted us to
share this aspect of her with the world.”
Walker has written most frequently about the struggle for
survival among Southern blacks, particularly black
women. She also has given literary voice to the struggle
Georgia Library Quarterly Spring 2008
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for human rights, environmental issues, social movements
and spirituality, as well as the quest for inner and world
peace. Often considered controversial for her portrayals
of racial, gender and sexual issues, Walker is widely
recognized for her thoughtful weaving of realism with
love for humanity and human potential. In 1983 Walker
became the first African-American woman to win the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, which honored her novel The
Color Purple.
The completeness of Walker’s archive makes it truly
exceptional, says Rudolph Byrd, professor of American
studies and a founding member of the Alice Walker
Literary Society, an international organization of Walker
scholars and enthusiasts. “The archive contains journals
that she has been keeping since she was 14 or 15 years
old,” said Byrd, who also is a friend and colleague of
Walker’s. “There also are drafts of many of her early
works of fiction, as well as the back and forth between
Alice and the editors for each book. “Her papers give you
a sense of the process for creating fiction and for creating
poetry,” Byrd said. “Everything that she’s ever written,
she has a record of — it’s very exciting.” 

UWG’s Ingram Library news and notes
The University of West
Georgia celebrated the
centennial of its library’s
founding on Jan. 27. The
library began with a book
shower hosted by
professor J.H. Melson,
principal of the Fourth
District Agricultural &
Mechanical School, and his
wife, Penelope Stevens
Melson, who subsequently
volunteered as the school’s
Michelle Morgan, president of
librarian. The centennial
Ingram Library’s Penelope Melson
Society and Director of University
marked the formation of
Libraries Lorene Flanders
Ingram Library’s Penelope
Melson Society and the inauguration of the Second
Century Collection. Members of the Melson and Ingram
families attended the event, which included music by the
Carrollton High School Show Choir and bluegrass band
Bullsboro as well as historical exhibits.
Suzanne K. Durham has been appointed head of Special
Collections at Ingram Library, replacing Myron House,
who retired. Jean Cook was appointed instructor and
instructional services librarian, and Dean Sullivan has been
appointed instructor and government documents
librarian.
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In addition, Julie Dobbs has been appointed
administrative coordinator, and Shanna Freeman has been
appointed interlibrary loan assistant. Laurie Braden is the
library’s new Government Documents associate, and
Kimberly Britt is serving as Circulation assistant. All are
graduates of the University of West Georgia. Margot
Davis, a graduate of Brandeis University, has been
appointed Stacks manager at Ingram Library. 

Georgia Tech’s Rich Meyer to retire
Rich Meyer will retire from his
position of Georgia Tech dean
and director of libraries in
summer 2008 after nearly eight
years of service. Meyer’s
accomplishments at Georgia
Tech are numerous and varied
including imaginative use of
library public spaces and
innovative programming to
engage students and
researchers. He has moved the
Meyer
library forward in digital
initiatives with the development of SMARTech (GT’s
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institutional repository) and under his direction, the
library participates in a variety of national digital
initiatives.
During Meyer’s tenure, the Georgia Tech Library and
Information Center was honored with the prestigious
2007 ACRL Excellence in Academic Libraries Award “for
its impressive five-year transformation into the heart and
soul of the [Georgia Tech] community.” 

Georgia State University news and notes
Skye Hardesty has been named Collection Development
officer for the Georgia State University Library. She
previously served as Science liaison librarian. Karen
MacDonald has joined the GSU library as Business liaison.
LaLoria Konata has accepted the Learning Commons
coordinator position after being Political Science & Policy
Studies liaison librarian from May 1999 to Dec. 2007. 

VSU’s Odom Library news and notes
Laura Wright has been appointed assistant professor of
library science and reference librarian at the Odum Library
at Valdosta State University in Valdosta. 
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Georgia Library Association 2008 Awards Nomination Form
Deadline for Nominations: May 16, 2008

Nominee’s Name:
Nominee’s Present Position:
Nominee’s Address:
Nominee’s Phone Number:

Nominee’s Email Address:

Note: Per GLA Handbook guidelines “Nominators may nominate only one person for each award during the year.” See http://gla.georgialibraries.org/handbook_handbook.pdf
pages 82-84 for specific qualifications for each award. Previous award winners are listed at http://gla.georgialibraries.org/comm_awards_winners.htm

Award for which this individual is being nominated:

 Nix Jones Award. Nominee must be a practicing librarian in Georgia who has made substantial contributions
to the library profession, such as stimulation of library development, leadership in library programs, unusual and
imaginative services, or outstanding support of Georgia’s libraries.

 McJenkin-Rheay Award. This award is given to a young librarian who has made outstanding contributions

to the Georgia Library Association. The nominee must be a graduate of an American Library Association library school
or an NCATE-approved masters program in media education and must have completed their degree within the last 10
years, must be currently employed in a Georgia library and have been employed in a Georgia library for at least three
years, must currently be a member and have been a member of the Georgia Library Association for at least three years.

 Bob Richardson Award. Nominee must be a GLA member who has made a significant contribution to the

organization through their time and effort. The award is not limited to professional librarians or even to library
employees. Previous GLA award winners may be considered for the Richardson Award. The nomination for the award
may come from a GLA Division, Committee or an individual member. All nominations will be considered with equal
weight.

 Nora Symmers Award. The Nora Symmers Paraprofessional Award is given to an individual who has been
employed in a paraprofessional position in a Georgia library for at least three years. The award recipient must be a
member of GLA and must have been a member of GLA for at least three years. The Nora Symmers Paraprofessional
Award recognizes an individual’s contribution to GLA and the Paraprofessional Division through their efforts to
promote and support the Paraprofessional Division and to encourage paraprofessional participation in GLA.

 Charles Beard Library Advocacy Award. This award is for someone not employed in a library who has

made outstanding contributions to libraries.

 Honorary Memberships. These memberships go to retired members of the Georgia Library Association who
have contributed significantly to the association by holding office or rendering outstanding service to sections,
committees, roundtables, etc.
Nominator:
Address:
Email Address:

Phone Number:

With this nomination form, please send a letter supporting the nomination, including as much detail as possible about the nominee’s qualifications.
Documentation of the nominee’s accomplishments, such as resume or vita, publications, news clippings, additional letters of recommendation, etc. is also welcome but not required.
The Awards Committee may solicit additional documentation from the nominee. Return to:

ATTENTION: GLA AWARDS
Lorene Flanders, Director of University Libraries, Ingram Library, University of West Georgia
1601 Maple Street, Carrollton, GA 30118
FAX 678 839-6511 lflanders@westga.edu
The nomination form is also available at: http://gla.georgialibraries.org/comm_awards_nomination.htm
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The Georgia Library Quarterly reviews books on aspects of life in Georgia and the South, including history, literature,
politics, education and genealogy. Materials written by Southern authors or published by regional publishers may also
be considered, as well as those on libraries and librarianship.
Sarah McGhee, Off the Shelf Co-editor, Chestatee Regional Library System, smcghee@chestateelibrary.org
Teresa Pacheco, Off the Shelf Co-editor, Northeast Georgia Health System, tere711@comcast.net
See more Off the Shelf reviews at http://gla.georgialibraries.org/glq_bookreviews.htm

FICTION
At Home in Mossy Creek by Debra
Leigh Smith, Sandra Chastain, Debra
Dixon, and Martha Crockett, with
others (Belle Books, 2007; ISBN 9780-9768760-8-3, $14.95).
They say there’s something in the
water of Mossy Creek, Ga., especially
when it’s Valentine’s Day weekend,
the Cirque d’Europa’s bus breaks
down, and town residents open their
homes and hearts to the stranded travelers. This collective
novel by multiple authors shows that circus performers
and Creekites alike have much to learn from each other
about love. Mossy Creek, whose town motto is “ain’t
goin’ nowhere, and don’t want to,” is home to lively
residents like Mayor Ida Hamilton Walker, police Chief
Amos Royden, chef Bubba Rice and librarian Hannah
Longstreet, all of whom must react to the romance in the
air this weekend. Add knife-throwers, acrobats, mimes
and a dancing bear to the mix, and this cozy read offers
light-hearted entertainment. Sixth in the Mossy Creek
Hometown series, At Home in Mossy Creek can stand on
its own, although readers who are new to the quaint
north Georgia town would find helpful an updated
“Who’s Who of Mossy Creek” that includes more major
characters from this book. Still, this novel provides an
enjoyable escape to the kind of Southern community
familiar from TV shows like Evening Shade and Mayberry
— perhaps it doesn’t exist, but we might wish it did, at
least for a romantic weekend visiting a mountain cabin or
18 
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a magical circus performance. Suitable for popular or
regional fiction collections. 
— Reviewed by Emily Rogers
Valdosta State University
The Death of a Confederate
Colonel: Civil War Stories and a
Novella by Pat Carr (University of
Arkansas Press, 2007; ISBN: 978-15572-8835-6, $14.95).
Carr’s latest publication is a collection
of works, each told from a Civil War
era woman’s point of view, giving a
gritty and fascinating glimpse into the
life of women in the South during the War Between the
States. The reader is transported from place to place by
means of a series of short vignettes that paint the South
and its struggles during this difficult and tragic time. The
collection opens with “Diary of a Union Soldier,” in which
a married woman learns the inner workings of a Union
man’s thoughts as she reads the diary she finds in his torn
and bloodied clothing. “Slave Quarters” gives a stark look
at the life of Southern slaves during a malaria outbreak.
The title story, “Death of a Confederate Colonel,” shows
the brutal results of the Civil War through the heartwrenching decisions required at a makeshift medical base
where the limitations of medical supplies and expertise
prevented adequate treatment. “The Mistress” provides a
change of pace as the reader views a short scene
between house slaves and the Lady of the plantation.
“The Return” is a Southern girl’s diary as she waits for her
betrothed to return from the war. “The Confederate
Spring 2008 Georgia Library Quarterly
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Wife” describes the hardships and sacrifices of a thrifty
woman left to manage the farm while her menfolk fight,
and we follow a young lady behind Union lines in
“Bringing Travis Home” as she searches for her injured
brother. The final novella, “Leaving Gilead,” presents the
collapsing world of the South through the eyes of
innocent, 8-year-old Sarnell Birdsong. Sarnell, her mother
and their slave, Renny, desert their home as Union
soldiers approach. This work seemed to end too abruptly,
however, the vibrant characterizations of Renny and
Sarnell make the journey worthwhile. Pat Carr has
published 12 other books of fiction and more than 100
short stories. Recommended for public and academic
libraries. 
— Reviewed by Crystal Renfro
Georgia Institute of Technology
Spirit Willing: A Savannah
Haunting by Susan B. Johnson
(Bonaventture Books, 2006; ISBN 9780-9724224-6-8, $19.95).
Charlotte Horner wants to capitalize
on the booming Savannah, Ga.,
tourist trade by turning her family’s
historic home, known as Hibiscus
House, into an upscale inn.
Unfortunately, the home still belongs to her elderly aunt
Olivia, and unbeknownst to Charlotte, Olivia has a secret
ally — Cyrus Thornheart, ancestral owner of Hibiscus
House and very determined ghost. Though its title and
cover may suggest a spooky midnight tale of terror,
Savannah-based author Susan Johnson’s novel is by turns
slapstick comedy, light romance and touching family
drama. The novel’s most frightful character, the turbulent
and manipulative Charlotte, tries everything from legal
maneuverings to poisonous mistletoe to get her way, but
she is continually thwarted by the antics of ghostly Cyrus,
who wishes to ensure that an ages-old promise is kept
and that Hibiscus House remains a family home. The
linchpin for a happy ending resides with Charlotte’s
younger brother, Alexander, who is pursuing an artistic
career in Ireland. Though Olivia is distrustful of her niece
Charlotte, she fears Alexander’s continued bachelorhood
and apparent lack of interest in returning to Savannah
could spell the end of Cyrus’ hopes. Little does she know,
but fate has intervened, and Alexander has fallen for an
Irish lass who may help to bring him home, after all.
Readers seeking the familiar stock of oddball Southern
characters will get a laugh, and the story’s quick pace will
appeal to those looking for a good beach or weekend
read with a regional setting. 
— Reviewed by Christina Hodgens
Conyers-Rockdale Library
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NONFICTION
Gardening With Heirloom
Seeds: Tried-and-True
Flowers, Fruits, and
Vegetables for a New
Generation by Lynn Coulter
(The University of North Carolina
Press, 2006; ISBN 0-8078-56800, ISBN 978-0-8078-5680-2,
$22.50).
Coulter provides a holistic approach to gardening in
her beautiful heirloom gardening guide in this survey
of all types of plants — flowers, fruits and vegetables
— and in her holistic overview of the gardening
season, including ways to promote a healthy garden by
enlisting nature’s help instead of by employing harmful
measures like pesticides and insecticides. The beauty of
gardening with heirloom seeds is that they have proven
resistant to diseases, as evidenced by their survival
through multiple generations. Gardening begins with
an explanatory introduction about utilizing heirloom
seeds in the garden. Her anecdotal tales provide fond
reminiscences of a simpler time and convey the sense
that heirloom gardening allows gardeners to honor the
past while enjoying a superior plant. This book is
divided into sections dedicated to the different
seasons, and each chapter begins with a summation of
the gardening tasks specific to the season. Coulter
describes favorite flowers, fruits and vegetables best
suited to planting in the season highlighted. Fifty
descriptions give historical placement of the plant,
Coulter’s favorite varieties and growing tips specific to
the plant. The chapter on winter recounts the mixed
emotions the gardener experiences: the feeling of relief
that the bounty of summer and fall is over, coupled
with the anxiousness to begin the new season’s
garden. Coulter provides a historical context for the
planning process by recounting the history of the seed
catalog and emphasizing its importance even for
today’s gardener. The text is complemented with
beautiful pictures of plants, seeds and old-fashioned
seed packet illustrations. Botanically themed quotations
grace the margins, with space reserved for note-taking.
Complete with a bibliography, a guide for finding
heirloom seeds and gardens, and an index. Suitable for
gardeners in any area, but emphasis is on plants that
do best in Southern climates. Recommended for public
and academic libraries. 
— Reviewed by Diana Hartle
Science Library, University of Georgia
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Willie Mays: Art in the Outfield by
Mike Shannon (University of Alabama
Press, 2007: ISBN 978-0-8173-15405, $29.95).
In Willie Mays: Art in the Outfield,
Mike Shannon gives a detailed
account of the career of one of
baseball’s greatest players. According
to Shannon, Willie Mays not only dominated centerfield,
he was also one of the original five-tool players, excelling
in nearly every aspect of the game. Shannon describes
Mays’ most remarkable plays in vivid detail, not only
relying on his own words, but on accounts from
witnesses of the actual events. The narrative text is
heavily laden with baseball jargon but is readable by nonbaseball enthusiasts as well. Fans of Willie Mays, the
Giants, and baseball historians will enjoy Shannon’s
summarized version of Mays’ career, complete with
statistics and firsthand accounts. Baseball enthusiasts are
taken for a tour down memory lane with quotes from
many famous players, coaches, scouts and executives and
reminders of the great ballparks of Mays’ day, like the
famous Polo Grounds of New York. As an added bonus,
Willie Mays: Art in the Outfield includes a 20-plus full
color inset of artist renderings of Willie Mays at his best.
The artwork includes everything from photographs to
splatter painting and cartoons. A brief biography of each
artist is also included. This book makes for a fun and
interesting read for baseball fans and is appropriate for
middle and high school readers. However, it must be
noted that the book only contains a Works Consulted
page with no bibliographical citations and that the author
has an obvious bias for Willie Mays. Recommended for
school and public libraries with a large sports biography
section. 
— Reviewed by Sandy Hester
Fitzgerald-Ben Hill County Library
Foodways: The New Encyclopedia
of Southern Culture Volume 7
edited by John T. Edge; Charles
Reagan Wilson, general editor
(University of North Carolina Press,
2007; ISBN 978-0-8078-3146-5,
$39.95).
Foodways is a delicious repast,
encompassing the regional specialties
of Southern cooking from biscuits to benne, from CocaCola cake to stack cakes, and from collard greens to red
beans and rice. The simple word “food” could not suffice
to title a volume with African American, Appalachian,
Cajun, Caribbean, Gulf Coast, Hispanic American, Jewish,
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Lowcountry, and New Orleans cuisine. Furthermore,
cookery is merely the appetizer, because “foodways,”
according to the introduction, is “the study of what we
eat, as well as how and why and under what
circumstances we eat.” Ritual cemetery cleanings, with
their accompanying picnics; King Cakes, emblematic of
New Orleans Mardi Gras; and lunch counters’ symbolic
significance in the modern sit-in movement all get their
due in this volume that weaves food with society. One
learns that Duncan Hines was a true person and
newspaper food critic before boxes wore his name, that
charity cookbooks designed to raise funds are repositories
of community history, and that raw okra pieces will
adhere to the face “for a speedy Halloween mask.”
Entries on Southern commercial specialties such as Goo
Goo Clusters and Moon Pies share these pages with brief
biographies of chefs and cookbook authors. The volume
opens with a general introduction to the 24-volume
encyclopedia, an introduction to Foodways, and an
overview article, “Southern Foodways.” The bulk of the
volume is twofold: There is a section of articles followed
by a section of brief descriptions, with each section
arranged alphabetically. All entries identify their authors
and include source notes. There are no headings to
distinguish the two types of entries, a fact that may
confuse some readers. The volume is indexed, but it does
not include cross-references to other volumes in the
encyclopedia. This review refers to the hardcover edition;
Foodways is also available in paperback (ISBN 978-08078-5840-0; $19.95). Recommended for academic and
public libraries. 
— Reviewed by Vanessa Cowie
Forsyth County Public Library
Peachtree Creek: A Natural
and Unnatural History of
Atlanta’s Watershed by David
R. Kaufman (University of
Georgia Press, 2007; ISBN 9780-8203-2929-1, $34.95).
Author David Kaufman uses
tales of his urban adventure
canoeing down parts of Peachtree Creek as a framework
for a narrative history of Atlanta’s endangered watershed.
Kaufman points out at the beginning of the book that
attempting to navigate Peachtree Creek and its tributaries
is a dangerous and not advisable undertaking because
most of the waterway is not safely navigable due to fallen
trees, trash, sewer pipe crossings and possibilities of flash
flooding, not to mention extremely poor water quality.
Kaufman undertook his canoe trips in the early 1990s
and broke his journey into four parts: the South Fork and
North Fork tributaries, Nancy Creek and finally an eightWinter 2008 Georgia Library Quarterly
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mile stretch of the main branch of Peachtree Creek
starting at Piedmont Road and arriving eventually where
the creek flows into the Chattahoochee River, once the
site of the Creek Indian village Standing Peachtree. As he
journeys down the creek, we learn about the history of
the watershed, the development and overdevelopment of
the land around it, and how this overdevelopment has led
to problems of flooding and contamination of the creek
by sewage and ground water runoff. The reader also
learns about the history of many of the people who came
and settled near the creek and helped to establish the city
of Atlanta. The troubled history of Atlanta’s sewer system
is covered as it is intimately intertwined with the history
of the watershed. Peachtree Creek is a cautionary tale of
a beautiful natural resource barely surviving within an
urban jungle. The author offers hope that while the
watershed will never be returned to its original pristine
state before man intervened, it may, with work and
dedication, be brought up to a healthier quality for future
generations. The text is interspersed with archival
photographs and photographs taken by the author. Also
included is a chronology of the watershed and a selected
bibliography. Enthusiastically recommended for all
libraries. 
— Reviewed by Kim Tomblin
Forsyth County Public Library
Romancing God: Evangelical
Women and Inspirational Fiction
by Lynn S. Neal (University of North
Carolina Press, 2006; ISBN 978-08078-5670-3, $18.95).
Religious romance fiction follows the
familiar formulaic pattern of secular
romance novels but is differentiated
by the addition of a third central
character to the love relationship —
God. In her work Romancing God, Lynn Neal notes that
the formula in successful evangelical romance is “boy plus
girl plus conservative Protestant Christianity equals a
happy marriage.” In her examination of the role that
evangelical romance fiction plays in the devotional life of
Christian women, the author interviewed a number of
avid readers and romance authors to explore the draw of
inspirational fiction. Highlighting the devotional aspect of
leisure reading in the lives of the readers, the interviews
also bring to light the many ways in which these novels
both underscore and undermine the readers’ religious
faith. The author discusses the issues of race, sexuality
and paternalism and the ways in which female readers
use the novels to create a definition of appropriate
femininity within the context of their faith. Filling a gap in
scholarship on the topic, Neal provides an unbiased and
well-researched look at a literary genre that holds a
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significant market share in book sales. Her interpretation
places the genre in the context of both the romance and
evangelical Christian aesthetics. The book contains a clear
historiography of romance and religious fiction, several
examples of illustrated book covers and a comprehensive
bibliography. Recommended for academic libraries or
libraries with a collections focus on religious studies or
literary criticism. 
— Reviewed by Kate Farley
Armstrong Atlantic State University
Ralph Ellison: Emergence of
Genius by Lawrence Jackson
(University of Georgia Press, 2007;
ISBN 0-8203-2993-2, $22.99).
In 2001, Lawrence Jackson published
a book that would be the first to
examine the early life of the writer,
critic and former musician Ralph
Waldo Ellison. In 2007, Jackson went
one step further and created an exhaustively researched
book that provides readers with a well-rounded view of
the author’s early life. Tracing his life from poverty to the
publishing of his famed novel, Invisible Man, Jackson
weaves together a comprehensive list of resources
including paper collections, interviews with Ellison’s
family, friends and associates, as well as numerous articles
and monographs to lyrically paint a re-creation of the life
that Ellison lived. Born in Oklahoma, Ellison was given his
name by his father, who named his son after the
American poet Ralph Waldo Emerson. The book
chronicles Ellison’s childhood from birth in Oklahoma to
his years studying music in the music school at Tuskegee
where, after reading T. S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land,” he
experienced the life-altering moment that led to a life of
writing. Weeks later, Ellison authored his first creative
work. Although music remained dear to his heart, writing
was the vehicle through which Ellison would become a
notable figure in American history. The book is neatly
divided into chapters covering distinctive time periods in
the author’s life, including his involvement in the Socialist
Left. In Ralph Ellison, the author has produced an
engaging history of America starring a literary icon.
Readers learn about the history of Ellison’s family,
institutions where he studied, organizations of which
he was a member and about influential individuals
among Black America’s literary elite, such as Langston
Hughes and Richard Wright. Scholars and researchers
interested in learning more about Ralph Ellison will not
find a more intimate look into Ellison’s life. Highly
recommended for medium to large public libraries and
all academic libraries. 
— Reviewed by Tamika Maddox Strong
DeKalb County Public Library
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Colors of Africa by James Kilgo
(University of Georgia Press, 2007;
ISBN 978-08203-3017-4, $16.95,
pbk).
James Kilgo, invited to travel to Africa
with a safari group in the spring of
2000, views his unexpected
opportunity with conflicting emotions:
excitement, wariness and trepidation.
Although he intends to shoot only with his camera, he is
part of a group intent on bringing home big game
trophies, such as zebra, kudu, leopard and lion. Kilgo,
fighting an insidious cancer himself, ponders issues of life
and death even as he describes the beauty and brutality
of Africa. He visits villages and keenly observes traditions;
he explores the bush and observes life and death within
the animal kingdom. He writes with eloquence, power
and sincerity about the majestic landscape of Africa. The
reader is drawn, sometimes unwillingly, into the drama
and harshness of the safari’s purpose. We experience
each failure and success as the often grim and graphic
hunt progresses. Kilgo weaves observations from David
Livingstone, Hemingway, Dinesen and others throughout
his journal, adding dimension and depth to his reflections
and experiences. Kilgo was a member of the University
of Georgia English department faculty for over 30 years
and directed the creative writing program there from
1994 to 1996. He passed away in 2002, and this book
was his last. Not for the faint of heart, it is nevertheless
recommended for public libraries and university
collections in the state of Georgia. 
—Book Review by Ruth Hayden
Smyrna Public Library
Stand Up for Alabama: Governor
George Wallace by Jeff Frederick
(University of Alabama Press, 2007; ISBN
978-0-8173-1574-0, $47.50).
Jeff Frederick answers two questions
in his deeply researched book: What
was George Wallace’s impact on the
state of Alabama? Why did
Alabamians continue to embrace him
over a 25-year period? Frederick lucidly portrays the
complexities of George Wallace and the political and
economic culture of Alabama from 1963 to 1986. He
explores broad themes such as Wallace’s collusions with
special interests to steal opportunities and resources from
working people, his constant fomenting of regional pride
and invocation of Southern citizens’ sense of victimhood,
his lifelong “government by perpetual campaigning,” and
his disinterest in administration and policy. Frederick also
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presents colorful details of Alabama life that help readers
see the people and ethics of the time; his inclusion of
citizens’ letters to Wallace adds illuminating human
perspectives. From Chapter 2 onward, Frederick adeptly
turns his research at the Alabama Department of Archives
and History and of contemporaneous newspapers into a
fluent narrative. The preface and Chapter 1, though, feel
like a dissertation’s literature review; readers may feel like
they’re wading through other researchers’
generalizations. The book is rigorously referenced;
virtually every paragraph has an endnote, some listing up
to 13 sources. Because of the depth of his research and
storytelling (474 pages including notes), Frederick’s
conclusions about Gov. Wallace’s intentions and effects
carry the weight of expertise, sound judgment and efforts
at fairness. When he attributes Wallace’s misgovernance
to narcissism, hypocrisy and demagogic appeals to racism
and mistrust, he provides information to support these
statements. Several components would make the book
more navigable, such as a brief chronology of Wallace’s
long career and a bibliography of sources. Nevertheless,
the book will be instructive and entertaining to readers
wanting to absorb an era or to watch in hindsight as a
self-serving politician wastes leadership opportunities to
improve people’s lives, leaving a 50-year legacy of
limitations and lost potential for progress. 
— Reviewed by Peter Otto
Swilley Library, Mercer University
Georgia Legal Research by Nancy P.
Johnson, Elizabeth G. Adelman, and
Nancy J. Adams (Carolina Academic
Press, 2007; ISBN 978-1-59460-3884, $25.00).
This work represents one of the most
current and comprehensive legal
research tools written specially for
Georgia. Clearly written and without
extraneous legal jargon, the 11
chapters and three appendices of this 253-page
paperback book cover a broad range of topics that
explain how to perform legal research in Georgia. The
topics include the court system; the eight steps of doing
legal research; researching and reading cases;
understanding Georgia statutes, constitutions and court
rules; understanding Georgia’s legislative history and
process; Georgia’s administrative law; how to update the
research through citators; using secondary resources,
legal ethics, online resources; and, finally, how to put it all
together. The three appendices provide a section on
understanding legal citation, a useful bibliography and a
list of Georgia practice materials. A good table of
contents, adequate indexing and chapter learning
Winter 2008 Georgia Library Quarterly
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objectives make this book easy to follow, especially for
researchers who will only need a certain section of the
book. As a legal research guide specifically for Georgia,
written by three law librarians, including a professor of
law and a former law instructor, this book is an invaluable
tool for serious legal researchers, including librarians, law
students, and paralegals. Recommended for all law
libraries, academic libraries and most public libraries. 
— Reviewed by Duke C. Darkwolf
Dougherty County Public Library
The Women’s Movement Against
Sexual Harassment by Carrie N.
Baker (Cambridge University Press,
2008; ISBN: 978-0-521-87935-4
(hardback) $80.00, 978-0-521-704946 (paperback) $24.99).
Using interviews and research from
legal records, The Women’s
Movement Against Sexual Harassment
provides a thorough examination of how a grassroots
women’s movement against sexual harassment led to the
creation of federal policies to protect women against
sexual harassment in the workplace. With the passage of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the women’s movement used
Title VII of the law, prohibiting discrimination in the
workplace based on race, color, national origin, religion
and sex, as the basis for their early lawsuits against
employers who fired women who refused their sexual
advances. Out of these early lawsuits, a woman’s
organization, Working Women United, was created in
Ithaca, N.Y. This small grassroots movement grew and
spread to cities, both large and small, across the country.
As the movement gained momentum, more organizations
were created, and the media began to notice the growing
number of lawsuits. Eventually by the late 1970s, the
federal government developed policies and guidelines to
address the issue of sexual harassment in the workplace.
Carrie N. Baker is an assistant professor of sociology and
anthropology and is director of women’s studies at Berry
College in Mount Berry, Ga. Currently on leave from
Berry, she is a visiting associate professor of women’s
studies at Smith College. This book is well-researched and
should be required for any college course that discusses
women and social change or women in American society.
Recommended for academic libraries. 
— Reviewed by Diane Fulkerson
University of West Georgia
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JUVENILE
An Angry Drum Echoed: Mary
Musgrove, Queen of the Creeks by
Pamela Bauer Mueller (Pinata
Publishing, 2007; ISBN-10: 09685097-7-0; $18.95).
In precolonial Georgia,
Coosaponakeesa grows up between
two worlds. In her Creek mother’s
home where she lives as a child, she is
a princess, but even as royalty she shares in village chores:
weaving baskets, making pottery, sewing skins and
hunting and fishing. After her mother’s death, Coosa’s
English father, an infrequent visitor from Charles Town in
colonial Carolina, takes Coosa and her brother to live
with him. She takes the English name “Mary” and learns
English language and customs. From her father, she
learns the deerskin trade, another bridge between the
English and Creeks. Ultimately, she marries Englishman
John Musgrove (and, in subsequent marriages, Jacob
Matthews and Thomas Bosomworth, both Englishmen).
With invented dialogue clothing the bare bones of
biography, Mueller fleshes out the life of Mary Musgrove,
the diplomat and businesswoman whose bicultural
expertise smoothed the way for peaceful establishment of
the Georgia colony in 1733, from her childhood to a
short time before her death. Occasionally, Mueller takes
the point of view of James Oglethorpe, establishing a
chaste affair between him and Musgrove. This
fictionalized biography will be appreciated by teen and
adult readers with a strong interest in Georgia history,
especially those who prefer a gentle read with
uncomplicated characters and a straightforward plot. 
— Reviewed by Vanessa Cowie
Forsyth County Public Library
The Monster Who Did My
Math by Danny Schnitzlein.
Illustrated by Bill Mayer
(Peachtree Publishers, 2007;
ISBN: 1-56145-420-6, ISBN:
978-1-56145-420-4, $16.95).
“There once was a time I was
frightened by numbers. They
scared me at school and they
haunted my slumbers.” So
begins Schnitzlein’s harrowing tale of a boy who (like
many of us) does not want to do his math homework.
Late one night as the boy labors over his textbook, a
monster appears and offers to do the work for him.
Naturally, the boy accepts and presents his perfectly
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completed homework at school the next day. When he
gets called to the board and can’t do the work, his
teacher and classmates know something is amiss. The boy
then realizes the error of his cheating ways and tells the
monster to get lost. As he successfully scrambles to find
(and count) enough money to pay the monster’s $64
homework bill, he overcomes his anxiety and realizes
math isn’t so bad after all. Schnitzlein’s polished meter
and rhyme give the story momentum that will keep
students engaged. Mayer’s illustrations grab our
sympathy from the first page: a wide-eyed boy cowers in
bed as a menacing shadow five looms on the bedroom
wall. A dizzying array of numbers and mathematical signs
swirls in the background of several pages. The monster
sports a ruler tail and sharpened pencil fingers. The
“making a deal with the devil” theme invites comparison
with similar texts, including Schnitzlein’s previous book
The Monster Who Ate My Peas. Students and
mathaphobes will enjoy the boy’s final triumph over the
monster. School media centers will find this book useful
to pair with math lessons. Vocabulary and subject matter
most appropriate for second-fifth grades. 
— Reviewed by Sharon Mitchell
Jackson County Schools
Code Orange by Caroline B. Cooney
(Delacorte Press, 2005; ISBN 0-385732597-7, $15.95).
Included in this year’s list of
nominations for the Georgia Peach
Book Award for Teen Readers is bestselling author Caroline B. Cooney’s
book Code Orange. Living in post 9/
11 New York City, Mitty Blake loves
having all of the sights, sounds and
conveniences of Manhattan at his disposal. Attending
school, much less participating, is something he does
simply because it is expected. When his biology teacher
assigns him the topic of “variola major,” known
commonly as smallpox, as his research topic for a term
paper, Mitty assumes that he will be able to breeze
through the research, especially since everyone knows
that smallpox no longer exists. However, with a deadline
for notes looming and a requirement of having four book
sources, Mitty resorts to borrowing some old medical
texts from his mother’s book supply used for her interior
decorating business. Within the pages of the old books,
Mitty finds an envelope labeled “Scabs-VM epidemic,
1902, Boston,” and suddenly smallpox is no longer a
contagious disease taken from the history books. It is
something that can be seen, touched and smelled. But
will it still be infectious after more than a century in an
envelope? That is the question that haunts Mitty as he
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further delves into the significance of the smallpox virus
and how it impacted the lives of people it touched in the
past. Consequently, Mitty is surprised to learn that
smallpox is not quite the dead disease of the past he
thought. In reality, smallpox remains a very real threat in
the world of bioterrorism. And, as the days slip by, Mitty
wonders if he has been infected, making him a tool of
destruction for millions of people should smallpox be
revived. Learning the outcome of Mitty’s exposure to the
smallpox scabs in the envelope and realizing the realities
of the world we live in now combine into a fast-paced
story suitable for both teen and adult readers. 
— Reviewed by Ginger Nelms
Vidalia-Toombs County Public Library
Quest for the Dragon Stone by Ami
Blackford (Red Cygnet Press, 2007;
ISBN 978-1-6010-8008-0, $16.95).
Atlanta College of Arts student Ami
Blackford was one of the winners of a
publisher’s competition call to submit
a picture book with manuscript and
illustrations. Quest for the Dragon
Stone is her debut story, aimed at an
audience of children 9-12 years old. Quest for the Dragon
Stone is 48 pages with 16 full-page color illustrations. The
story is about siblings Ruth and David, who are members
of a scientific association known as “magbeologist” (a
group dedicated to preserve and protect the “magickind” species), along with a resident faerie named
Simone. The trio accidentally stumble upon an ill Phoenix
dragon. This dragon is not as important in the story as is
the dragon stone inside his head. This is disturbing —
until you realize that the dragon, just like the
mythological phoenix, is supposed to combust and come
back as an egg to be re-hatched. There is no re-hatching
in this story. In the ashes, the dragon stone is found. It is
the stone that the children’s father has been searching for
all his life, plus 12 other highly sought-after relics. There
is a connection between these relics and saving the
magic-kind from extinction. With egg and stone in hand,
Ruth and David embark on an endeavor to keep their
father’s work alive. It’s a perfect setup for a series of
adventures. Certain characters and concepts could be
sketched out a little more, but this debut story shows
promise. An optional purchase for libraries with lots of
juvenile fantasy readers. 
— Reviewed by Erika Gschwind
Conyers-Rockdale Library
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